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Abstract
Prosocial crowdfunding was originally conceived
as a financial mechanism to assist vulnerable
unbanked populations, typically excluded from formal
financial markets. It subsequently grew into a billiondollar scheme in a multi-billion-dollar crowdfunding
industry. However, recent evidence claims prosocial
crowdfunding may be shifting away from its goal to
support the poor and underserved. Drawing on a
composite social responsibility and framing theory
framework, we examine the role that vulnerability
plays in successfully raising funds in a prosocial
crowdfunding context. We conduct multilevel logistic
regressions on a sample of microloans allocated to
105,727 ventures in 64 countries. Our results indicate
that applying for funds through a field partner which
caters to vulnerable populations may in fact have a
negative effect on the entrepreneur’s request to be
fully funded. Notwithstanding, framing the
entrepreneur as being female or rural as key
characteristics of individual vulnerability increases
the project’s likelihood to be fully funded.

1. Introduction
Crowdfunding is alternative financing, born with
the advent of the internet, that democratized
entrepreneurial financing [104]. It refers to fundraising
that occurs online and is open to the general public
(i.e., the crowd) who individually contribute money
towards specific entrepreneurial endeavors or causes
([92]; [102]). A plethora of crowdfunding platforms
exist to date, which can be broadly classified into four
types of schemes: donation-based, lending-based,
equity-based, and rewards-based [4]. In this spectrum,
prosocial crowdfunding lies in between donationbased and lending-based crowdfunding (see figure 1 in
[17]). Indeed, prosocial crowdfunding is a lendingbased scheme which provides funding in the form of
debt without interest, and which emphasizes a
prosocial agenda [17], making it distinct from other
types of crowdfunding structures. Despite its
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significance, research on lending-based prosocial
crowdfunding remains scant ([5]; [17]; [23]; [40]).
The purposeful individual selection of
entrepreneurial projects and investment goals in
crowdfunding [73] set the growing expectation that
this alternative financial tool could offer the early
stages of a more ethical entrepreneurial financing
dynamic ([35]; [46]; [73]). However, evidence
suggests that crowdfunding institutions may be
increasingly seeking clients who are easiest to access,
such as those living in urban rather than rural areas
([116]; [120]); those involved in businesses with rapid
turnover such as retail, instead of agriculture ([37];
[65]); and the “better-off” of the poor ([26]; [44]). This
evidence lies in contrast to the original goal of
crowdfunding to support the unbanked and
marginalized ([37]; [131]), shifting the industry away
from the pursuit of poverty alleviation goals to give
preference to financial sustainability and profitability
[45]. Such a dynamic threatens the ethical
underpinnings that demarcated the cumulative success
of prosocial crowdfunding platforms as a novel
mechanism to serve the most vulnerable.
Within the last several years, crowdfunding
quickly became a critical financing option for
entrepreneurs, with its full effects yet to be realized
[11]. In its origins, crowdfunding platforms funneled
over $5 billion dollars to borrowers around the world
in 2013 [127] and $16.2 billion dollars in 2014 [98].
By 2015, the amount transferred to ventures across
400 platforms worldwide had more than doubled in a
single year, reaching $34 billion dollars ([68]; [98]).
Five years later, in 2020, this figure was expected to
grow to $200 billion dollars, creating $3.2 trillion in
yearly economic value and 2 million new jobs [31]. By
2025, crowdfunding transactions are expected to
surpass $300 billion [125], an almost tenfold increase
in only a decade. With its increased popularity,
scholars and practitioners alike are focusing on
exploring the ethical fabric of crowdfunding dynamics
and if they deliver the societal benefits promised.
A plethora of crowdfunding platforms exist in the
market, each with their own focus and utility scheme.
Kiva, the leading prosocial crowdfunding platform,
claims its mission is to connect people through lending
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to alleviate poverty [85]. Kiva’s mission is echoed in
its call for lenders where the catchphrase “Lend, get
repaid, repeat” is used to encourage continuous
support for the most vulnerable [85]. Recent evidence
suggests that claiming a prosocial orientation that
upholds societal values such as fairness and
inclusiveness is likely to secure positive outcomes
[35]. Nonetheless, only a few studies have focused on
the ethical implications of mixing prosocial with
traditional lending criteria in prosocial crowdfunding
([5]; [17]; [40]), with none yet exploring the role of
vulnerability as a critical driver of funding success.
This study bridges two important theoretical
frameworks, individual social responsibility and
framing theory, to examine the role that vulnerability
– and being female and rural as further individual
proxies for it – play in successfully raising funds in a
prosocial crowdfunding context. Indeed, given the still
scarce and inconclusive evidence on the prosocial
function of crowdfunding [35], this study answers the
call for advancing theory in crowdfunding research
[99] by examining the ethical implications within the
fabric of this billion-dollar financing model.
Specifically, our study offers three main
contributions to the business ethics literature regarding
the
dynamics
of
lending-based
prosocial
crowdfunding. First, this is the first study to integrate
individual social responsibility and framing theory to
explore the ethical underpinnings of prosocial
crowdfunding. Thus, combining these two
frameworks offers a novel integrative approach to add
to the limited literature on ethics in crowdfunding.
Second, we advance research on the dynamics of
prosocial crowdfunding by exploring the role of
vulnerability markers on entrepreneurs’ profiles.
Specifically, we examine the impact of partnering with
field partners who cater to vulnerable populations and
unexplored individual characteristics that delineate the
greatest vulnerability – being female or rural. In doing
so, we provide evidence to inform if indeed the
crowdfunding industry, in the context of prosocial
crowdfunding, is abandoning its mission to serve the
poor [38], which has important implications for the
business ethics literature [8]. Third, different from
prior studies (e.g. [5] who studied funded ventures
only) we examine prosocial response on the universe
of entrepreneurs on Kiva, which offers a more
complete analysis of the nature of prosocial individual
responsibility in crowdfunding success.
Our research findings indicate that demarcating
vulnerability at the individual level is critical for
successful funding. Indeed, we find that framing
vulnerability at the individual level for female
entrepreneurs actually lessens the negative impact
from the field partner. These findings suggest that
institutions at the front lines of poverty alleviation may

be hindering successful funding, yet individually, the
vulnerable populations are still managing to receive
the assistance they request. This conflict offers
noteworthy theoretical and practical ethical
implications in prosocial crowdfunding, suggesting
that framing the crowdfunder’s attention on
vulnerability attributes at the individual level may
serve to obscure [22] other contextual factors on the
entrepreneur’s profile.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Prosocial Crowdfunding and Vulnerable
Populations
With the advent of technology, crowdfunding
opened up the prospect of democratized
entrepreneurial finance [104], breeding a new internetbased venue for the facilitation of microloans.
However, whereas crowdfunding emerged in the 21st
century, its contemporary dynamic evolved from the
foundations laid down by the broader sphere of
microfinance. Historically, microfinance grew from
the modest premise of offering start-up loans without
a collateral as a poverty alleviation remedy for the
most vulnerable in the developing world ([79]; [94]),
typically excluded from formal financial markets
([37]; [131]). Notwithstanding, the distinctive and
increasingly divergent premise that sets crowdfunding
apart from microfinance is the institutional roots and
complex settings that constrain the latter in the
particular contexts where its agents operate [20].
Indeed, whereas crowdfunding levels the playing
field in the absence of intermediaries, and thrives
amidst the absent or meager regulations to control
individual online endeavors in mostly developed
economies, non-governmental and non-profit
microfinance organizations are subject to geographyspecific institutional contexts [20], which involve
banking regulations and regular audits ([80]; [81]).
The intricate local system of borrowers, local social
networks, community loan agents, network operators,
and other financing organizations that microfinance
organizations depend upon for their daily operations
place “significant institutional constraints” (p. 11) that
gave way to the emergence of a new heterogeneous
financial innovation, where less stringent online
platforms succeed (see [20] for a full review) with new
easy-to-access alternative financial instruments [19].
Amidst extant guidelines or regulation, online
crowdfunding platforms emerged as popular hubs that
enable early-stage entrepreneurs to connect with
prospective crowdfunders, who contribute an amount
of money towards an entrepreneurial venture [97].
Indeed, sizable evidence suggests entrepreneurs are
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increasingly using crowdfunding as a steppingstone to
transform an idea into a product and test the market
potential of a new venture ([27]; [102]). The
distinctive means that now connect entrepreneurs and
crowdfunders lead the latter to practice a mix of
traditional and prosocial lending criteria ([5]; [17]),
further transforming crowdfunding into a “prosocial”
lending field [55] where individual ethical principles
towards society [56] lead individuals to take action
[online] towards a positive impact [75].
Indeed, the emergence of prosocial crowdfunding
has allowed altruistic individuals from across the
globe to directly assist the unbanked population [94],
bypassing the profit-oriented middlemen (e.g. banks,
venture capitalists) who typically lack a social or
ethical lens [41]. Interest-free lending-based
crowdfunding laid the foundation for a novel financing
dynamic, where crowdfunders can derive social or
ethical utility beyond financial return ([17]; [40]).
Through purposeful selection of entrepreneurial
projects [73], crowdfunders’ decisions on prosocial
platforms take a meaningful and influential role [8],
setting the expectation that crowdfunding could offer
a means to more ethical entrepreneurial finance [35].
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) lending or ‘crowdlending’, as it
was initially called, swiftly became the most valuable
type of crowdfunding [133], serving as the primary
funding mechanism for the supply of credit and
payment services to the world’s poor [25]. In its early
beginnings, poverty alleviation practitioners hoped
that borrowers would establish enterprises that would
enable them to break the cycles of poverty [131]. Early
reports suggested that crowdfunding and the process
of micro-lending directly supported entrepreneurial
development ([7]; [13]), while significantly impacting
poverty reduction and female empowerment ([21];
[78]). A decade later, mounting evidence suggests that
crowdfunding does improve the financing prospects of
businesses that claim a prosocial orientation [35].
Prosocial orientation refers to a project that
exhibits a stronghold for values such as fairness,
inclusiveness, and awareness and care towards others
([107]; [35]; [117]). It is assumed that projects that
display a societal benefit are more likely to receive
support from investors on digital platforms [35].
However, evidence on the prosocial function of
crowdfunding remains scarce and inconclusive ([17];
[35]). Furthermore, the dynamics of prosocial
crowdfunding within the microfinance and business
ethics literatures are only recently awakening
scholarly discussion at the intersection of both fields
([17]; [40]). Only a few studies investigate the intricate
financial and ethical motives that are concurrently
reflected in crowdfunders’ behavior on prosocial
platforms (see [5]; [17]; [40]), leaving a void in our

understanding of the ethical implications of funding a
venture that claims a prosocial orientation [35].

2.2 Individual Social Responsibility and
Prosocial Behavior in Crowdfunding
The concept of social responsibility has permeated
the boundaries of entrepreneurial finance including
crowdfunding, social finance, and socially responsible
investing [62]. Historically, the concept of social
responsibility has been associated with corporate
actions rather than the actions of individuals [117].
However, a business is an artificial person and
therefore cannot claim direct responsibilities [53]; the
responsibility lies with the people who direct its
actions. The individual is therefore at the core of social
responsibility [117] and it is the individual’s
“obligation to consider the effects of their decisions
and actions on the whole social system” ([33], p. 167).
Embedded in the original ponderings of social
responsibility is the conception that individuals
“should help others in need” ([108], p. 34), a prosocial
behavioral tendency that can most likely be traced to
our early childhood [117] and which continues
through adulthood ([47]; [52]). Social responsibility is
thus expressed through an individual’s prosocial
attitudes and acts as a reflection of their ethical values
[117]. Social responsibility theory posits that
individuals face two distinct motives in the process of
micro-lending; an idealistic/altruistic motive pulls the
investor towards ventures which support a social
cause, whereas a strategic motive pulls the investor
towards financially sound investments that signal a
positive return [64]. While prior research suggests that
a mix of these criteria may be found in crowdfunding
lending decisions ([5]; [17]; [40]), social responsibility
theory suggests that prosocial crowdfunders are
motivated by non-financial factors (see [5]; [17]).
Many micro-lending non-profit organizations in
the developing world focus on social outreach and
social impact [40], seeking primarily to assist the most
vulnerable ([54]; [121]), reduce poverty ([114]; [78];
[70]), empower women ([29]; [122]), and address
basic health and children’s needs [90]. Similarly,
micro-lending crowdfunders seek to make a social
impact by supporting the most vulnerable [40], a
dynamic often explored in microfinance ([54]; [121];
[123]), but rarely investigated in prosocial
crowdfunding studies which use a business ethics lens.
In a study of entrepreneur narratives on socially
motivated platforms such as Kiva, the opportunity to
assist others is a determining factor in providing
funding, superseding the business potential and
financial return [5]. In another study, [110] use data
from the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter and find
that social entrepreneurs (as opposed to commercial
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entrepreneurs) rely extensively on explicit linguistic
cues to appeal to investors. A more recent study [35]
concludes that entrepreneurial projects emphasizing a
prosocial motive on prosocial platforms like Kiva are
more likely to succeed. Furthermore, pictures that
frame a perception of neediness or vulnerability are
also positively linked to loan funding speed [71].
While these studies offer compelling evidence that
individual narratives aid in securing funding by
prosocial lenders, it is not known if the narratives of
the institutions themselves used by vulnerable
entrepreneurs offer a similar benefit. Thus, following
a similar line of thought, we propose that
entrepreneurs using field partner institutions (e.g.
microfinance institutions) specifically tailored to serve
vulnerable populations will be better positioned to
garner attention from prosocial crowdfunders.
Hypothesis 1. There will be a positive relationship
between the entrepreneur’s field partner servicing the
vulnerable and the loan being fully funded in a
prosocial crowdfunding platform.

2.3 Framing Theory and Prosocial Behavior
in Crowdfunding
The crowdfunding business model unfortunately
suffers from information asymmetry between
entrepreneurs and crowdfunders [16]. In this setting,
explicit cues [110] or phrases [35] in the narrative [5]
or through pictures [71] can narrow this gap to portray
need more accurately. Furthermore, digital
environments, such as those where prosocial
crowdfunding platforms operate, display information
in a “hierarchical (hypertext) structure” which walks
the crowdfunder through a path of information [100].
The structure of the hierarchical flow of information
displayed to crowdfunders is critical to establish
emphasis ([87]; [132]) on the specific prosocial cues
that can determine the success of a project [35].
The framing literature ([51]; [57]; [60]; [113]), an
increasingly attractive theoretical construct in the
management literature, offers an apt framework to
understand this phenomenon. The concept of framing
first appeared in a seminal work on frame analysis,
which posited that the context, selection and
organization of information affects how an audience
interprets and reacts to such messages [60]. In the
context of prosocial crowdfunding, framing serves to
induce specific information about a project [28] which
sets the expectations among crowdfunders. Prosocial
framing can be identified anywhere in the description
of the project – titles, blurbs, phrases [35], and even
pictures [71]. How prosocial cues are organized and
framed in the entrepreneur’s profile delineates salient
information, thus influencing individuals to act

towards a characteristic or funding goal, typically with
positive outcomes ([12]; [35]; [96]; [105]).
Effective prosocial framing has important business
ethics implications as it sets the conditions for project
success [35]. Distinctive markers on the
entrepreneur’s online profile can set it apart from other
similar projects [57], and direct the audience towards
specifically framed attributes [35], such as
vulnerability markers including whether the
entrepreneur is female or rural. The extent of the
emphasis or number of cues required on a specific
frame to ensure a project’s success is still unknown
[35]. However, a small number of references can be
effective to highlight a feature that distinguishes the
project from a large pool of candidates [66]. Initial
evidence suggests that characteristics from a photo
([42]; [71]; [111]) or soft facts highlighted in the
narrative ([67]; [39]) on the profile can be effective.

2.4 Framing Female in Prosocial
Crowdfunding
In the dynamics of prosocial crowdfunding, an
increasing number of studies suggest that the most
critical drivers for a project’s success lies with the
founder ([30]; [58]). Despite this important revelation,
evidence on the role of being a female entrepreneur in
this context remains scant and mixed. For instance, a
recent study on gender dynamics on Kickstarter finds
that women seek and raise significantly lower levels of
capital than men [97]. On the contrary, another study
also using Kickstarter data finds that women are more
successful when they do seek venture capital [112].
Although important scholarly contributions are still to
be made to explain the intricacies of being a female
entrepreneur in online crowdfunding [99], especially
in a prosocial context, preliminary evidence suggests
that crowdfunding is increasingly lessening the gender
bias ([3]; [61]).
As of September 2020, 81 percent of borrowers on
Kiva are female [85], and evidence shows their loans
are funded at a rate 40 percent faster than male
borrowers [63]. This rate for a prosocial crowdfunding
platform is not surprising – women’s entrepreneurship
is widely documented as a critical tool to alleviate
poverty in the developing world [101] and women’s
empowerment is at the core of a multitude of
international organizations and microfinance
institutions ([29]; [76]; [77]; [122]). Accordingly,
female entrepreneurs framing their project’s funding
as a life-changing source of empowerment [29],
setting language cues [110], and a profile photo ([42];
[71]; [111]) that promote a specific prosocial objective
may seem to be bound to influence individual social
responsibility and lead to funding success.
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Indeed, recent evidence from the largest prosocial
platform, Kiva, reveals that field partners who are
noted for higher social performance because they
focus on lending to women are more likely to see their
loans refinanced [40] which is consistent with prior
work which suggests crowdfunders increasingly value
a prosocial orientation [115]. However, it is important
to note that crowdfunders in this study seemed keen to
empower women “but not others beyond the
borrowers themselves” and that they “appear to care
about the borrowers’ vulnerability, but to a varying
extent” ([40], p. 2). These findings complement prior
work [17], which finds that despite a prosocial setting,
crowdfunders on prosocial platforms balance a
dynamic where both financial and social cues play a
critical role. Indeed, in another study on Kickstarter,
prosocial framing is positively related to project
success “yet only when it is moderately emphasized.”
([35], p. 1). Thus, we propose that the presence of key
characteristics in the entrepreneur’s profile which may
indicate increased need or vulnerability, such as being
female, will positively moderate the relationship
between the field partner’s social orientation and the
entrepreneur’s loan being fully funded.
Hypothesis 2. Being a female entrepreneur will
positively moderate the relationship between a
crowdfunding institution’s social orientation and the
entrepreneur’s loan being fully funded in a prosocial
crowdfunding platform.

2.5 Framing Rural in Prosocial
Crowdfunding
According to a report [124] poverty is mostly
concentrated in rural areas. The reasons for this are
many. Along with limited funding accessibility ([36];
[49]), there are persistent perceptions of low returns,
lack of knowledge, and lack of business practices
amongst rural entrepreneurs which limits their ability
to secure resources [1]. Further limiting rural
entrepreneurs are the small customer bases [49], the
constrained proximity to networks and infrastructure
[32], and the perception of the environment being less
welcoming [59] and “weak” in its retention of highvalue human capital [93]. When combined, these
factors hamper the aspirations of existing business
owners and early-stage entrepreneurs in rural areas.
These obstacles not only constrain populations in
rural areas, but also constrain financial institutions
from servicing them, making reaching these rural
populations a defining prosocial goal in crowdfunding.
Some initiatives have directly targeted marginalized
rural areas, including global alliances that mobilize
millions of dollars to support the needs of the most
excluded and vulnerable typically found in rural

settings [129]. However, reaching remote populations
is difficult and poses a myriad of challenges [95].
A major accolade of many crowdfunding sites is
the ability to overcome the obstacle of distance.
Markers on the entrepreneur’s profile which delineate
a rural setting as a defining characteristic, via a
suggestive narrative ([39]; [67]) or picture ([42]; [71];
[111]), can serve to frame emphasis [35]. Therefore,
we propose that entrepreneurs in rural areas working
with a field partner who caters to vulnerable
populations will be at a greater advantage when
seeking funding for their entrepreneurial endeavors.
Hypothesis 3. Being a rural entrepreneur will
positively moderate the relationship between a
crowdfunding institution’s social orientation and the
entrepreneur’s loan being fully funded in a prosocial
crowdfunding platform.

3. Method
3.1 Sample and Method
This study uses data collected directly from the
socially motivated crowdfunding platform Kiva.org.
Kiva is a non-profit organization that was founded in
2005 with a global mission to “connect people through
lending to alleviate poverty” [85]. Borrowing
entrepreneurs and crowdfunders from all over the
world can sign up through Kiva’s online platform to
either borrow or lend funds. Each entrepreneur goes
through a financial intermediary, a field partner, who
works with Kiva to secure financing. Each
entrepreneur’s loan, through the field partner, can then
be backed by crowdfunders who, from any corner of
the world, voluntarily sign up with Kiva to lend funds
to whomever they want. Prior microlending research
in marketing [55] and entrepreneurship ([6]; [5]; [17];
[40]) also uses data from Kiva when examining
phenomena within prosocial crowdfunding.
The sample used in this study includes public data
available on Kiva’s website from 2008 up until early
2013. A scraper program was created to collect this
data, which includes data on borrowing entrepreneurs,
crowdfunders, field partners, and countries. After
dropping projects with incomplete information, our
final sample is a cross-sectional dataset consisting of
105,727 projects, which we use to test our hypotheses.
Since our dependent variable (fully funded) is a 1/0
dichotomous variable, a discrete binary response
model is most appropriate. Logit and probit modeling
are the most common approaches for analyzing such
data [69]. We choose logit for our regression analyses
because this type of modeling offers more precise
results when analyzing a skewed dependent variable
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as we are [72]. Logistic regression analysis is
commonly used in similar previous crowdfunding
research (e.g. [9]; [35]). Furthermore, since projects
are nested within countries, and country effects impact
investment [91], we use multilevel logistic regression
with standard errors clustered by country. This
approach allows us to account for spatial
autocorrelation between participants from the same
country [48] and avoid overparameterization. This
method follows previous crowdfunding research
dealing with similar sample data (e.g. [10]; [130]).

3.2 Dependent Variable
The dependent variable of interest in this study is
whether the entrepreneur’s requested loan is fully
funded. Fully funded is designed as a dichotomous
variable with 1 indicating the loan was fully funded by
the crowd and 0 otherwise. Thus, we model the logodds in the probability of a project being fully funded.
Parameters from this logit scale estimation indicate the
direction of the effect of each explanatory variable on
the probability of a project being fully funded. In order
to interpret the magnitude of these effects, we also
calculate and present on Table 4 the first differences
or marginal effects of the predicted values (see [50] for
a similar approach). The marginal effects indicate the
change in the probability of a project being fully
funded given some change in the explanatory variable
of interest, while holding other independent and
control variables at their means ([82]; [83]; [128]).

3.3 Independent Variable
Kiva field partners earn badges1 for servicing a
population segment or prosocial goal. Each field
partner displays social performance badges on the
entrepreneurs’ profiles whom they support on Kiva,
which directly indicate their scope of action [86] (see
figure 1 for an example). In our study, we focus on the
two social performance badges which most precisely
resemble the social mission of Kiva: antipoverty and
vulnerable groups. Indeed, prior research indicates
that in a micro-lending setting, individuals seek to
maximize social impact by primarily supporting the
most vulnerable ([40]; [54]; [121]) or through
initiatives that aim to reduce poverty ([114]; [78];
[70]). Thus, the variable vulnerable in our study equals
1 if the institution managing the loan has an
‘antipoverty’ or ‘vulnerable groups’ badge on the
entrepreneur’s profile, and 0 otherwise.

3.4 Moderating Variables
To examine the factors that moderate the effects of
an entrepreneur’s project being fully funded in a
prosocial crowdfunding context, we examine two
moderators for vulnerability – female and rural.
Female is measured as a dummy variable where 1
indicates the entrepreneur is female and 0 otherwise.
Entrepreneurs whose funding requests had both or
neither male and female wording had their name run
through GenderAPI software. Rural is measured as a
dummy where 1 indicates the entrepreneur’s project’s
main operation is located in a rural area and 0
otherwise. We use agriculture as a proxy for rural. This
proxy is appropriate as being an individual in poverty,
working in agriculture, and in a rural location are often
linked to one another [89] in the developing world.
According to [129] and [124] the most vulnerable
populations and poverty are found in rural settings,
where agriculture is the predominant activity.

3.5 Control Variables
We control for several types of variables to account
for alternative explanations. These control variables
include loan and field partner characteristics. We use
these controls to account for other information
available to the crowdfunder from the borrowing
entrepreneur’s profile on the prosocial crowdfunding
platform. This is appropriate as the information on
these publicly available profiles form the bases for the
crowdfunders’ funding decisions ([10]; [102]).
First, following prior research in crowdfunding,
we control for loan characteristics which may impact
the funding decision. We control for the amount
requested (in hundreds of US dollars), as prior
research indicates funding decisions may vary
according to the size of the loan requested ([6]; [10]).
We also control for both the repayment term (in
months) and whether the repayments were to take
place at regular intervals, or if they were irregularly
scheduled repayments ([10]; [55]). The repayment
schedule is coded as a binary variable with 1
representing an irregular repayment schedule and 0
indicating a regular repayment schedule. As Kiva
policies state, lending through Kiva “involves risk of
principal loss. Kiva does not guarantee repayment or
offer a return on your loan” [85]. Finally, we control
for the year of the loan request with dichotomous
variables representing each year in the sample to
account for variations over time ([43]; [130]).

1

Categories of badges include: antipoverty focus, vulnerable
group focus, family and community empowerment, client voice,
innovation, entrepreneurial support, facilitation of savings.
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We also control for various field partner
characteristics since the field partners intermediating
these loans are tasked with selecting and monitoring
loans ([15]; [118]), offering the crowd further
information from which to make funding decisions.
We control for field partner risk rating which is rated
by Kiva on a 0 – 10 scale ([5]; [55]). We also control
for the field partner delinquency rate which is the
percentage of delinquent loans in which the field
partner is involved [71]. Furthermore, we control for
the number of field partner entrepreneurs (in
thousands) and field partner dollars (in millions) [17].
These are measured as a count of the number of
entrepreneurs previously funded by the field partner
and the total number of US dollars the field partner has
dispersed on Kiva. Finally, we control for the average
field partner loan (in hundreds of US dollars) and the
average field partner loan term (in months), measured
as the average number of months to repay the loan to
the field partner, so it could be reimbursed to
crowdfunders [18]. A prior study [6] follows a similar
logic regarding field partner characteristics in
crowdfunding.

full model, Model 8 (β = 1.01, p<0.01). We next
incorporate the interaction and, as seen in Model 6, the
coefficient for vulnerable x female is positive and
significant (β = 0.41, p<0.05). This result is consistent
in the full model, Model 8 (β = 0.39, p<0.05),
suggesting that framing being a female entrepreneur as
an individual marker of vulnerability positively
moderates the odds of the project getting full funding.
Therefore, hypothesis 2 is supported.
Hypothesis 3 predicts that being rural will
positively moderate the relationship between a
crowdfunding institution’s catering vulnerable
populations and the loan being fully funded. Rural is
positively related to full funding as seen in Model 4 (β
= 0.66, p<0.01) and this finding holds in all other
model specifications, including the full model, Model
8 (β = 0.96, p<0.01). We next incorporate the
interaction and, as seen in Model 7, the coefficient for
vulnerable x rural is negative and not significant. This
result holds in the full model, Model 8. Therefore,
hypothesis 3 is not supported.
Table 1. Multilevel logistic regression results

4. Results
Table 1 presents the results from our multilevel
logistic regression analyses on the dependent variable
fully funded. This analysis includes testing of a
baseline model (Model 1), followed by models
incorporating our three variables individually and then
all together (Models 2-5), followed by incorporating
our two interactions individually (Models 6 and 7),
and finally presenting our full model (Model 8).
Hypothesis 1 predicts a positive relationship between
the entrepreneur’s field partner servicing those who
are vulnerable and the loan being fully funded in a
prosocial crowdfunding platform. As seen in Model 2,
the coefficient for antipoverty or vulnerable group is
significant in a negative direction (β = -0.59, p<0.05).
Surprisingly, this result suggests that entrepreneurs
serviced by field partners focusing on vulnerable
groups have lower odds for their project to be fully
funded. This result holds throughout the various model
specifications, including the full model, Model 8 (β =
-0.60, p<0.05). Therefore, we find counter evidence
for hypothesis 1, which is not supported.
Hypothesis 2 predicts that being a female
entrepreneur will positively moderate the relationship
between a crowdfunding institution’s catering
vulnerable populations and the entrepreneur’s loan
being fully funded in a prosocial crowdfunding
platform. Female is positively related to full funding
as seen in Model 3 (β = 1.22, p<0.01) and this finding
holds in all other model specifications, including the

5. Discussion
5.1 Theoretical Contributions
Our study explores prosocial crowdfunding as a
novel financing mechanism to serve the most
vulnerable, an issue seldom explored in the literature,
but which derives significant business ethics
implications with approximately 1.5 billion dollars
dispersed to over 3.7 million borrowers around the
globe (Kiva, 2020b). In this regard, our study makes
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several contributions to the literature. First, using a
composite individual social responsibility and framing
theoretical lens, our study responds to the call to
advance theory in crowdfunding research [99] by
shedding new light on the role of vulnerability as a
critical driver of funding success in prosocial microlending. Whereas both theoretical perspectives have
been previously applied, they have only begun to
permeate scholarly work in crowdfunding in the last
few years. Combining both perspectives allows us to
investigate the intricate financial and ethical motives
that are concurrently reflected in crowdfunders’
behavior on prosocial platforms (see [5]; [17]; [40]),
expanding our limited knowledge on the role of
individual social responsibility (Hill et al., 2007) in
lending-based prosocial crowdfunding.
Second, our study contributes to the literature on
the intricate dynamics of crowdfunding [119] and
business ethics in entrepreneurial financing [8]. Our
results suggest that entrepreneurs who go through field
partners that cater to vulnerable populations are in fact
less likely to be fully funded. This runs contrary to our
theoretical conjectures which propose that
vulnerability markers would drive crowdfunders to act
in a socially responsible way and ‘do what is right’
[56] to support those in need as an extension of their
ethical values [117]. Notwithstanding, this result
stands in alignment with the scant research on
prosocial crowdfunding that takes on an ethics lens
(e.g. [17]; [35]) which finds that while societal benefit
is desirable, it is not necessarily sufficient to warrant
funding as crowdfunders also seek viable projects. Our
results thus confirm prior findings and further
highlight that general indicators of vulnerability
offered by field partners (i.e. intermediaries) may not
be sufficient to frame need and secure full funding.
Finally, in line with our expectations, we find that
female entrepreneurs are more likely to receive full
funding and that this positively moderates the
relationship between the field partner servicing
vulnerable populations and the entrepreneur securing
full funding. This result confirms that personal values
of ethics and social responsibility interweave [74]
when a key characteristic of the entrepreneur – being
female – is framed as a life-changing source of female
empowerment [29]. This result is consistent with prior
research on prosocial crowdfunding which shows that
prosocial framing is positively linked to project
success “only when it is moderately emphasized”
([35], p. 1) because crowdfunders “appear to care
about the borrowers’ vulnerability” […] “but not
others beyond the borrowers themselves” ([40], p. 2).
This finding is also consistent with an increasing
number of studies which suggest that the most critical
drivers of project success depend on the characteristics
of the founder ([30]; [58]).

5.2 Practical and Policy Implications
Our study also offers two critical insights for
practical application. First, only a few studies to date
investigate the intricate financial and ethical motives
reflected in crowdfunders’ behavior on prosocial
platforms (see [17]; [35]; [40]). The lack of studies in
this area amounts to a void in our understanding of the
ethical implications of financing dynamics on
prosocial crowdfunding platforms [35]. Whereas early
research in crowdfunding reflected an immediate
positive effect of a prosocial orientation on project
success [5] more recent research suggests that
crowdfunders in a prosocial setting “tend to act
strategically” rather than altruistically, following
indicators of financial performance and risk avoidance
([17], p. 169). Our results suggest that a prosocial
orientation, depicted by vulnerability badges from the
field partner supporting the loan, is not conducive to
full funding. Combined with prior research, our
findings are noteworthy for the practitioner and
policymaker seeking to use prosocial crowdfunding
platforms as a mechanism to serve the most
vulnerable. Albeit becoming a billionaire financing
model, success in prosocial crowdfunding may require
more than working through a field partner that
supports vulnerable populations.
Second, whereas some evidence suggests that
prosocial platforms have begun to stray from their
intended purpose to serve the most disadvantaged (i.e.
mission drift), our results indicate that individual
vulnerability attributes
highlighted
on the
entrepreneur’s profile serve to attenuate other
contextual factors. In particular, female entrepreneurs
in our sample are able to secure the financing they seek
despite teaming up with field partners who may
actually act as a double-edged sword [17]. This vital
finding suggests that the individual social
responsibility of crowdfunders is reflected in their
effective response to fund the most vulnerable
entrepreneurs on a prosocial setting. This tactic can
help the entrepreneur establish a prosocial feature that
can distinguish the project from the large pool of
candidates on the platform. Albeit the exact number of
cues required for emphasis is still unknown [35], a
defining profile photo ([42]; [71]; [111]) or soft facts
emphasized ([67]; [39]) on the entrepreneur’s profile
narrative can lead potential crowdfunders to fulfill
their prosocial individual responsibility to empower
female entrepreneurs ([29]; [122]).

6. Conclusion
Our study contributes evidence that individual
crowdfunders on a prosocial crowdfunding platform
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lend to vulnerable populations who are able to frame
their vulnerability at the individual level –namely
female entrepreneurs– whereas higher level field
partner indicators may be in fact detrimental to secure
full funding. We contribute to theory-building in
ethical crowdfunding by bridging individual social
responsibility and framing as a composite theoretical
framework. Using this framework, our study offers
evidence that prosocial crowdfunding does indeed
support the vulnerable and poor through a unique
framing mechanism. Our research highlights the
importance of framing persuasive arguments at the
individual level to achieve this goal. Together, these
findings offer an additional outlook into the dynamics
of lending-based prosocial crowdfunding, specifically
of the vulnerability framing mechanisms at play for
vulnerable populations and poverty alleviation. These
small ventures, often created out of necessity by
vulnerable groups, comprise the bulk of global
entrepreneurial activity ([106]; [109]; [126]) and the
study of the ethical dynamics behind is thus of
paramount economic and social importance.
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